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Sermon – “Your Brain on Christmas”- Christmas Eve – 2017 

Grace and Peace to you on this Most Holy Christmas Eve! We Pause and reflect on our God who 

is born each day in our hearts as we share love with one another – we listen to this song as our 

reflection this evening: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifCWN5pJGIE 

If you had an emotional response to this song it means that the Limbic and Frontal Cortex 

areas of your brain are functioning well and you have survived yet again the challenges of the 

Holiday season, So Far – maybe  I am speaking too soon – we are just beginning the celebration 

of Christmas which has its own stressors. I heard that at 3:18 tomorrow is when most everyone 

has a meltdown of sorts – trivia on the radio – let me know if that is True. So, back to the song, 

even if you didn’t like the song or wondered why I was playing it your limbic system is still 

intact. Music evokes emotion and emotion is often challenging and hard to understand – 

certainly not logical. The limbic system and frontal cortex are the areas in which emotion is 

processed. The limbic area also helps us create several different forms of memory—of facts, of 

specific experiences, of the emotions that give color and texture to those experiences. "The 

frontal cortex actually makes neural firing patterns that allow us to think about thinking. The 

good news is that this gives us as humans new capacities to think—to imagine, to recombine 

facts and experiences, to create. But sometimes there is a burden that these new capacities allow 

us to think too much." (Siegel, Daniel J.. Mindsight: The New Science of Personal 

Transformation (Kindle Locations 488-489). Random House Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.) 

So, why all of this talk of the brain on Christmas Eve? Besides finding it interesting, this 

is one of the times of the year when the Limbic and Frontal Cortex areas are most engaged of the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifCWN5pJGIE
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whole year. We have expectations of Christmas, we set the mood by decorating and the use of 

candles, we sing songs that are festive and meaningful to us. The smells and sounds trigger 

thoughts and emotions – the Limbic and Frontal Cortex areas are overly engaged and our internal 

“Christmas Power Meters” are spinning fast with excited, there is anticipation, and hope, but also 

disappointment and frustration. This is our “Brain on Christmas,” hopeful with expectation or 

maybe just tired of all the songs and preparation. 

Human beings rely on stimulation as motivation to engage in life. Since the onset of 

Social Media, this engagement has quadrupled it seems – just count the number of screens and 

keyboards you have compare to 5 or 10 years ago. It is my guess that the number of personal 

face to face interactions hasn’t increased that much nor do I think they have decreased either - I 

do think that people are more distracted by their gadgets and screens. Accessibility to 

information – accurate or not - has grown and people are quick to share this info without 

considering the source – it is definitely a challenge.  

This was one of the headlines of Twitter on Friday evening: “It's a Plane! It's a UFO! It's 

a Rocket! Space Launch Rattles Social Media (© REUTERS/ Twitter/Amanda 

Stiles/@alias_amanda VIRAL 21:47 23.12.2017Get short URL 0  0  0) 

Did you see it Friday eve? I didn’t but Facebook and Twitter were all a buzz about the 

bright light shooting through the sky on this Friday before Christmas. Was it a rocket from North 

Korea, or some sort of meteor or UFO? The apocalyptic – end times people were sure the world 

as we know it was over. Maybe it was a sign from God, at this Christmas time, like the star in the 

East – though it was shooting upward to the west! This optical phenomenon in the night sky lead 
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so many to speculate about so many options. Finally, someone posted online and it was 

broadcast on the news that a space rocket had been launched from California.   

It was a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base that caused 

the mysterious bright light in the sky, evoking curiosity, fear, and wonder by all who saw it. 

SpaceX is the private space technology corporation with Elon Musk as the CEO, and co-founder. 

SpaceX, is an American aerospace manufacturer and space transport services company 

headquartered in Hawthorne, California. 

All this stimulation of the limbic and frontal cortex areas brings us to this Christmas eve 

and the angel who proclaimed the Good News of Great Joy to all the World! How stimulated the 

brains of those hearing this story the first time must have been. “…There were shepherds living 

in the fields, keeping watch over their flock by night. 9 Then an angel of the Lord stood before 

them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were terrified. 10 But the angel 

said to them, "Do not be afraid; for see—I am bringing you good news of great joy for all the 

people: 11 to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who is the Messiah, the Lord. 12 

This will be a sign for you: you will find a child wrapped in bands of cloth and lying in a 

manger." 13 And suddenly there was “SpaceX Rocket” with the angel a multitude of the 

heavenly host, praising God and saying, 14 "Glory to God in the highest heaven, and on earth 

peace among those whom he favors!" If they could of, I am sure that they would have had their 

phones out “tweeting, Facebooking, Insta-gramming” all of this for the world to see and know!  

Human beings have the innate need to be connected with others, even if this connection is 

only through the air and the magical abilities of the internet. You have come here this evening 

because of a connection. Our God desires to be connected with each of us and that is why we 
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Celebrate Christmas – the mass of Christ coming into the world through the pain of child birth – 

a human baby as we were and are sometimes still. God connects with us in joy and sorrow. Often 

people ask where is God when tragedy happens like all the shootings this year and the recent 

train wreck in WA – I point to two places – the manger and the Cross – these are two of the most 

significant places where God connects with humanity – where God knew and knows what it 

means to live life like we do – pain and joy and suffering and death – not to mention the empty 

tomb, but that didn’t hold Jesus back from being raised to new life by the power of God. 

Sometimes each of us have tombs that hold us back but God is still there – how it all happens is 

hard to answer and maybe it’s not necessary. The “What” is most important and that is “What” 

we celebrate tonight and every night - day – morning – evening – the God who comes in the 

middle of the train wrecks of life – holding us as Mary held the Baby Jesus. 

Mary did you know? Does it matter how much she knew, really? This morning we heard 

about Mary the faithful servant of God – following the path set before her. The more one seeks 

to know God, the more one knows how much they don’t know – the rest is left to faith and 

limbic system and frontal cortex and the brain stem that negotiates our actions – our brain works 

together with our mind and our soul and our spirit to help us to discover more about God and 

ourselves, create memories of facts, store specific experiences, and emotions which give color 

and texture to our lives as people living together as the Body of Christ in this Diverse World – 

loving as we have been loved! Amen and Merry Christmas! 

 

  


